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Chit Lake Program Nov 21-26 2023 – Catsprings Ranch, Houston 

 

It is truly Master’s blessing to be part of this life time experience. The spiritual feast was being served 3 

times a day in the form of morning, afternoon, and evening Satsangs. While this feast was nourishing all 

divine attributes within us, the absolute silence retreats in deep contemplation provided a way for us to 

fully digest and absorb the divine grace. 

 

Mother Nature served as a great platform to connect ourselves to the divine. I used to get lost in the 

deep woods to find Master in every aspect of nature – the trees, the leaves, the sky, the water creeks, 

the wildflowers, the pebbles – each of them was oozing divine energy.  Several times, I experienced 

oneness with nature as I got lost in deep contemplation of the Master. Experienced that every atom of 

the nature is radiating and exuding divine wine.  This surely made me feel God’s presence in every 

particle of this universe and the bond with Master was felt much stronger as I got immersed in HIS love. 

Felt like I went several steps closer to Master and the restlessness and craving to reach HIM is beyond 

words and feelings to explain. 

 

This program helped me experience how to be in present without any thoughts about past or future. I 

also experienced heightened levels of restlessness and constant remembrance of HIM in me and 

everyone. I feel a deep intimacy and interconnectedness with every fellow being, which helped me 

experience a deeper sense of the 6th commandment. I truly feel that all people are my own brethren 

and that Master is present in every one of them. This awakened a heightened sense of ‘service attitude’ 

in me. I also learnt from other fellow beings how to serve people selflessly without minding our own 

comforts.  

 

I hope and pray that these conditions are fully absorbed, lived, and help other fellow beings on their 

path in this journey to infinity. May all the Abhyasis become true instruments of the great Master and 

spread HIS mission to the entire humanity. My deepest gratitude to the senior trainers who came all the 

way from other countries to bestow us this lifetime experience.   
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